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Gorilla Zkittlez Auto

Gorilla Zkittlez Auto 

Gorilla Zkittlez Auto ubble and fizz your way through the day with GORILLA ZKITTLEZ AUTO™. Your taste buds will explode as you experience
the fruity flavours for the first time. 

??????????: ??? ???????????? ????? 
Price 
????????????? ????????? ?????: 

Base price with tax 13,00 €

Price with discount 10,74 €

Salesprice with discount 

Sales price 13,00 €

Sales price without tax 10,74 €

Discount 

Tax amount 2,26 €

??????? ??? ?? ????? 

??????? ??????Barney's Farm 

Description 

Gorilla Zkittlez Auto
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Gorilla Zkittlez Auto Barneys Farm
 

GORILLA ZKITTLEZ AUTO™ – Our feminized Cali Collection best seller just got the super auto treatment. Bubble and fizz your way through the
day with GORILLA ZKITTLEZ AUTO™. Your taste buds will explode as you experience the fruity flavours for the first time.

An initial crossing of Gorilla Glue and Zkittlez now crossed again with our BF Super auto #1 adding amazing strength and resistance to bugs
and stress, the root structure passed down from our Super auto #1 bursts into life from day 1. This unbelievably aromatic autoflower literally
explodes into a pine flavoured Christmas tree in a mere 75 days, producing an abundance of glorious kushy flowers covered in huge amounts of
juicy trichomes with a final height indoors of 80-100cm can be expected producing an average 420 gr/m². Experience the thrill of killer US
genetics ‘Gorilla Glue and Zkittlez’ expertly wrapped up into an astonishing autoflower 20% THC package by the team at Barneys Farm Lab.

Beware of sensory overload though, the medical effects of GORILLA ZKITTLEZ AUTO™ can be quite an exhilarating experience Follow Toni13
Barneys Farm Official Test Grower Today! Watch His Final Test Grow Of GORILLA ZKITTLEZ AUTO™  

?????? ???????

There are yet no reviews for this product. 
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